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ABS'l'P,ACT 

This study, undertaken in partial fulfillment of the obligations 
of the PROSPER derronstration project Phase I study effort, explores the 
potential for incorporating up-'to-Ciate research and In:""U1agcment techniques 
into a computerized criminal justice illformation system, and specifies a 
design for evaluating the inforrration system after is is operational. 
Section I discusses the applicability of simulation and related models 
for the study of the use of court resources and delay. Previous efforts 
to apply modelling techniques to the cri.rnina.l justice system are reviewed, 
and three conlputerized court system models developed for other localities 
(JUSSIM, PHIIJIM, and LFADICS) are analyzed, with detailed inforrration 
on their scope, lilnitations, and cost. One of the recomnendations made is 
to develop a comprehensive computer' simulation rrodel for the local court 
system, and the data items necessary as input to such a m:del are specified. 
In Section II, the specifications for a post-implementation evaluation 
design can be found. An economic m::del for the evaluation of computer 
systems is developed, which consists of guidelines for both a cost-benefit 
a.rrl cost-effectiveness analysis. Factors to be considered in the analysis, 
including the necessary pre-implem:mtation data elements, are specified 
along with tecJ:miques to be employed and a v.urk plan for effecting the 
evaluation . 

This document, prepared in coordination with the Pilot City 
Program, was partially supported by Grant 74 NI-02-0002 from the 
National Institute of law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the law 
Enforcement Assistance Administration, United States Department of 
Justice. Statements or conclusions contained in this p:1per do not 
necessarily :indicate the concurrence of the Institute . 

Publication #27 
Special Study #5 



FOREWJRD 

In June, 1973, the County of Monroe received an award from 
'the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration for PROSPeR - PROgram for 
System Per;forrmnce, Evaluation, arrl Research. '1'11e PROSPER grant pro
posal, developed by the Pilot City Program in collal:oration with the 
Depart::mental Coordinator of the Fourth Judicial Deparbrent and the 
Cri.me Control Coordinator of M:::mroe County, calls for the design and 
inplerrentation of a computer infonmtion system for the courts and 
related agencies in Monroe Cotmty. Besides providing accurate infor
ITEltion to users on active court cases and performing tasks such as 
repJrt generation and trial scheduling support, the PROSPER system will 
utilize rrcdern infc.:rrration technology and research techniques to capture 
data on t.he operations of the court system which will enable rranagers, 
agency heads, and researchers to sttrly the criminal justice system and 
further improve its efficiency. 

The staff of the Pilot City Program have always felt that !lost 
criminal justice inforroa.tion systems have been underutilized in that nany 
possible res~ch and rranagement applications were being ignored. To 
assure that PROSPER VvDuld address the needs of researchers and rranage:nent, 
three features were included in the original grant proposal. First, the 
county agreed to penranently hire a systems analyst who T.f;ould devote h.:i.mself 
to helping the criminal justice camn.:mity use PROSPER. Second,' it -was 

.' agreed that the data collected by PROSPER VvDuld be extracted and rraintained 
for management and research use by means of an inactive case file. This 
file will contain every record and data element fran the active case file, 
with the exception of name, address, and perhaps sane other identifiers. 
Thirdly, the Pilot City Program agreed to do further sttrly into some par
ticular aspects of the research and management possibilities. This report 
represents two of the four areas which were part of that study effort. We 
have taken the existence of the county systems specialist and the inactive 
case file as given, and have tried to e."<aIn:i..ne sane pJssible uses of PROSPER. 

The PROSPER research team c:onsisted of Richard Thaler, who 
acted as coordinator, Warren HaUSIIJ?..a-l, Lois Horwitz, Lee Mairs, and M. R. 
Rao. Their work was done conC'.urently with the work of the PROSPER 
system team who prepared the inforrration system specifications and 
inplerrentation plans. The lMJrk comrrenced in May, 1974, and the report 
was oorrpleted and submitted to L.E.A.A. i'" ~tember, 1974. Although 
this work has been a combined effort, th6 .las been a division of 
labor. Horwitz and Rao were responsible :tor the simulation study 
(Section I), and Mairs and Thaler, the evaluation design (Section II). 

A report by Hausm:m and Thaler on a third st.udy area - a stat~s~ical 
examination of the validity of the Pre-Trial Reloose Program polnt 
prediction system - will be available soon. 

M. R. Rao and ~e Mairs were support.ed by L.E.A.A. Gran'!: 
#73 DF-02-00l3, and Lois Horwitz and Richard 'lbaler were supported 
by L.E.A.A. Grant #74-NI-02-0002. 
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In developing the material for this paper the authors would 
like to acknowledge the assistance rendered by all ~rs of the 
local criminal justice commmi ty and :in particular Bert DiPaola, 
Program Manager, Court Improvement Program, and Douglas C. Dcx:1ge, 
Depa.rt.rrental Coordi.nator, Office of Criminal Justice Projects, Fourth 
Judicial Departrrent. TrEY would also like to thank Jacob Belkin, 
School of Urban and Public Affairs~ Carnegie-.r-1ellon University; 
Alfred Blumstein, School of Urban and Public Affairs, Carnegie-Mellon 
University; and Gary Hogg, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
for providing information and helpful discussions pertaining to the 
specific computer rrodels under consideration. 

Special appreciation is extended to Jeffrey Lasky and Warren 
Hausrran, both of the Graduate School of Managerrent, University of 
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I. Applicability of Simulation ar.d RelatGd Mcx:.1cls for Study of the 
Use of Court l~sources and Delay 

by 

Lois K. Horwitz and M. R. Rao 

A. Introduction 

Recently, there has been a considerable interest in studying 

the crirni.nal justice system in general and the courts in particular. 

This is in part due to the rapid rate of increase in reportoo cd.Ire which 

bas in turn resulted in clogged courts causing excessive delay in the 

jooicial process. Efficient use of the resources in the court system is 

necessary in order to be able to reduce court delay. In addition, policy 

changes that are likely to lead to Sf€ooy precessing of the case \'X)uld be 

desirable. 

Several studies have been undertaken to analyze t11e court 

system. SOrre of these, e.g., JUSSIMI and PHIIJIM2 have been priITarily 

concerned with aggregate analysis in which the different court cases are 

categorized by crime tYf€ and all cases of a particular cr:i.Ire type are 

asSl.1I'f\2d to be identical with respect to the time and resources required 

to process the case at various stages of the court system. Besides 

providing an understarrling of the court system such an analysis gives 

an indication of the resource utilization in the aggregate. Often a 

IJacob Belkin, A. Blumstein, W. Glass, and M. Lettre, "JUSSIM, An 
Interactive Computer Program and its Uses in Criminal Justice 
Planning: t Urban Systems Institute w:>rking Paper; carnegie-Mellon 
University, o.::tober, 1972; Published in Proceedings of the Inter
national S~sium on Criminal Justice Information and Statistics 
Systems, Project SEAR:H, 1972. 

2 
B. Renshaw, C. Goldrran, W. Braybrook, and E. Mitchell, "PHJLJIM, The 
Philadelphia Justice Improverrcnt M:x1el, Proceedings of the International 
~siumon Criminal Justice Info~~tion arid Stutistics Systems, 
ProJect SEA.OCH, 1972. 
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a side benefit of these attempts is that the descriptive data collection 

effort which necessarily precedes the model-building can itself suggest 

important policy changes. 

Causes of court delay have been analyzed and various suggestions 

ha.ve been rrade to reduce delay in a study called LEADICS undertaken at 

N tr 
.. 1 

o e Dame Un~vers~ty 
.-

HCMever, the basic aSSUITq?tion made in that study 

is that the court under consideration is not clogged and each part of 

the system can be altered independently without affecting the other parts. 

Needless to say, such an assumption appears to be a strong one and its 

applicability to local data must be verified before one could utilize 

the approach suggested by the Notre Darre study. The scope and limit.:ttj ons 

of the three stwies, JUSSIH, PHILJIM, and LEADICS, referred to aJ:x)ve are 

discussed in detail in the next section. 

B. Relevant !bdels 

Efforts to apply rrodel,ing techniques to the cr.imi.nal justice 

system and especially to the problem of reducing court delay were 

recc>11'U'rel1ded back in 1967 in the Science and Technology Task Force Report 

of the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and ndministration of 

Justice. In response to the corrmission' s urging that the techniques 

of systems analysis and operations research be used to test the viability 

of variolls solutions to' court problems offered by judges and lawyers, 
;, 

nal1y computer programs and packages have been developed to simulate 

various aspects and subsjstems of the criminal justice systan. These 

routines range in scope fran canprehensive simulations of the entire 

lsystems study in Court Delay, LEADICS, Uni~ersity of Notre Darre, law 
School, College of Engineering, september I 1971. 

-2-
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system, such as COUill'SIM , to rrodels of partl.cular ~ules, such as 

Kansas City, Hissouri' s rrodel of the jury selection process2• 'rhey 

range in complexity from'GPSS rrodels which take 40 minutes of run time 

to simple m::x:1els written in Fortran 'which run in less than 15 seconds. 

We have selected for analysis three of the Host popular court system 

rrodels which we feel are fairly representative of those in current use. 

1. The JUSSIM rbdel is a computer program developed by the 

Urban Systems Institute at the Sclnol of Urban and Public Affiars, 

Carnegie-Mellon Univer:;sity. It \'i"aS developed to assist criminal justice 

planners in quantifying certain attributes of the criminal justice system. 

JUSSIM is a simple deterministic mode13 , not Q~like many financial planning 

rrodels in general use, and although JUSSIH falls far short of being a 

simulation, it can be an effective teol in answering such questions as, 

"What will be the savings to the county of establishing a pre-trial 

diversion program?" or "How much judge time is freed up by the misc1erreanor 

screening program?". 

The structure of JUSSIM is not very complex. Basically, the 

inputs to the rrodel are: 

1.) A current "snapshot" of the flow of defendants through 

the court system. All p3.ths, nodes4 , and branching ratios must be 

specified. Branchil:g ratios nay differ by crime type. 

i • 

lJeanTaylor, Joseph N-:l'Qarro, Robert Cohen, Da.ta Analysis and Simulation 
of the District of Columbia Trial Court System for the Processing of 
Felony DefcndantE, Institute for Defense Analysis, IIQ 68-8723. 

2Frederick ~rill, Linus Schrange, "Efficient Use of Jurors: A Field 
stu:1y arrl Simulation M::x1el of a Court System," W3.shington University 
Law Quaterly, Volume 1969, Spring, 1969, PP. 151-183. 

3A deterministic rrodel is one in which all inputs and parameters are 
laxMn with certainty. 

4A rode, in this context, refers to a criminal justice processing stage. 
-3-
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2.) Type and arrount of resources utilized per, case by criTTle 

type at each node (e.g., Prel:iminary. hearing for burglary - Judge t:i.rre = 

2 hours). 

3.) Por each type of resource, an associated cost per unit 

of tirre, a total annual time available for each resource, and the total 

number of such resources available (e.g., for Judge tine, 1,000 hours/ 

year/judge, 6 judges). 

These are the only inputs to the JUSSIM program. One should 

note that: 

-There are no probability distributions. All quantifiers 

are averages. 

-There are no arrival or interarrival rates. All caseloads 

are'aggregated. 

-There is no mention of the flow time through the system or 

time in queues. l'he m:Xl.el addresses questions of resource utilization, 

but not questions of processing delay. 

N:>twithstanding i,ts simplicity, JUSSIM can be and has ooen 

used to handle very pragarratic questions, all involving either personnel 

or cost levels, and which can be placed into tm categories: 

1. ) Questions on current levels of expenditures of time or 

noney on any sut.class of defendants or subsystem of the court system, 

such as, "How much rroney does it row cost to arraign public intoxicants?". 

-4-
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and: 2.) Questions hypothesizing a policy change and seeking its 

jmpact on current levels of expenditures. Trus capability could have 

l:een quite useful a year ago ~o answer such questions as "HeM many 

additional district attorneys and public defenders would be needed to 

handle the impact of the nfM drug laws?". 

Regarding both categories of inquiry, it ImlSt be pointed out 

that the quality of output is directly dependent upon the quality of 

the input~ In hypothesizing a policy change, the user must also est.irrate 

resul tant changes (or oon-changes). in the branching ratios. The output 

is limited by the accuracy of these estinates. 

The feature which distinguishes JUSSIM from other applications 

of computer technology to the courts and which makes JUSSIM such a useful 

planning tool is its interactive feature. This means that the user sits 

at a computer te:nni.nal and can ask question after question of this 

rrodel, each time receiving irrmediate feedJ::ack. It is felt that this 

type of man-lTBchine interaction induces the user to fully exploit the 

services of the model. 

The limitations of this system are probably apparent by now. 

Questions of delay and through-put time cannot be addressed. Bottlenecks 

arising as a result of r::olicy changes cannot be predicted. Priorities 

canoot be assigned to classes of defendants (e.g., detainees) to afford 

them rrore speedy processing. Generally, many realities of the criminal 

justice system that can be simulated with a rrore sophisticated rrodel 

cannot be represented in this m:x:lel. 

-5-
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In srort, JUSSIM ~oould be viewed as an inexpensiyel complerrcnt 

to, not a substitute for, a comprehensive ccmputer simulation m:x1cl. 

The basic JUSSIM rrodel dOes not allt'J'N for feedback and hence 

cannot incorp:::>rate the recycling of individuals in the criminal justice 

system. Ho,..;ever, an extended rrodel that does include this feedback 

feature has also been developed2 by the' Urban Systems Institute at the 

SchJol of Urban and Public Affairs, Carnegie-Mellon Universi·ty. 

2. PHILJIM, another simple deterministic rrodel of the criminal 

justice system, developed for the Philadelphia Regional Planning Counc.il, 

(".an be viewed as an expansion and exte..nsion of the JUSSThl rroe.el discussed 

a1x>ve. The PHILJIM computer system requires input data similar to those 

of JUSSIM, and similarly can be used as a. diagnostic tool to probe current 

operational problems and to analyze the effects of proposed court system 

changes. 

The variations in PHILJIM have been incorp:::>rated to increase 

both the degree to which the representation of the case flow parrellels 

the actual flow and the flexibility of user inquiry. In the first sense, 

the PHILJThl program can rra.ke distinctions beuveen people and cases and 

treat their flow individually. This leads to a rrore realistic nodel of 

the court system \\Orkoad in that you can represent cases going to trial 

vs. defendants acquitted. Additionally, the PHIIJTh1 rrodel allows for 

Lrhe software for JUSSIM rra.y be purchased for $100. Run-time costs 
of JUSSDl in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania have been est.irtated at 
$5/run. Once loaded, the core requirerrents of the JUSSI:t computer 
program are 30K on a PDP-lO and 64K on an IMB-360_ 

2The software for this feedback mx1el is also available. . Although no 
price tag has yet been set, it is expected that the software nay be 
purchased for $500 to $1,000. 

-6-
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input flaws to be mitiCllized at stages other than the first processing 

stage. This Illt.:.."ChruUsm is quite important to reflect previous court 

backlog at various stages or cases entering the system via a grand jury 

sealed indictrrent. It can also be utilized to reflect \\Drkloads handled 

by court personnel that do rot apply directly to case processing. For 

example, new "cases entering" at the Proretion Dep:trtment investigation 

stage can actually represent the department's supervisory workload. 

These refinements to the model of JUSSIM enable a more accurate represen-

tation of the criminal justice processing system, and hence more reliable 

output. 

PHILJIM has also incorporated features to make it easier for 

the user to extract t.he information he seeks from the program. Thus, in 

formulating a policy change which would affect case flow through a given 

stage, one nay inquire either about the backlog that has built up at 

that stage or about the additional rranpower resources necessary to process 

Cl1l cases without backlog. Othe:r options along this vein are also available. 

Alth:mgh nany useful improvements have been incorporated into 

the PHIJ..JIM model, it should be pointed out that PHILJIM is not 

interactive, but rather runs in b:.1.tch node. The output reports are 

characterized by a high degree of readability. The program is written 

in Fortran, and typical runs s:imulating 29 processing stages and 38 

crirrc types cost al:out $11. The PHILJnl program, together with docUIl'el1-

tation, user mmuals, and semple data deck, costs $200, and is available 

from GovcrhIront Studies and. Systems, Inc. This retch program required 

256K of storage to compile and run on an IBM-370/l65. 

-7-
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3. LFADICS, one of the rrore advanced court system mcdels 

developed to date, W3..S the product of a joint effort of the School of 

la'd and the School of Engineering at Notre Darre University. After an 

extensive study in which a great deal of time was devoted to data acqui-

sition, data precessing, and data analysis, t.he LEADICS canputer rrodel, 

I an analytic 1 (or rrathema.tical) mcdel of court processing, was built to 

focus on problems of court delay. This system is currently operative 

at the University of Notre Dame, and has also been reccmrended for imple

\ mentation in the superior court of Hudson County, New Jersei. 
I , 

The system was developed to an~ questions of "How long?", 

not questions of "How ITIllCh?". For this purpose, the criminal justice 

process is viewed as a succession of steps with each step consuming a 

p:>rtion of the total time from start to finish. The rrodel is l::ased 

on some detailed configuration or flow diagram, derronstrating the various 

paths a defendant IPay take through the precess. For each activity that 

takes place along the way, there must be a point of initiation (in time) 

and a point of conclusion which must coincide with the point of initiation 

of the next activity. No distinctions are rrade between precessing time, 

prepara tion time, or waiting time. 

Representations of time in LEADICS, ul'1like representations 

of time in the deterministic models, are not merely observed averages. 

IAn analytic nodel is one in which the solutions are Cleterritined using a 
rrathematical expression. 

2superior Court of New Jersey, "A Mini-CCI\1puter-0riented Court Simulation 
Stooy". L.E.A.A Grant #72-DF-02-0022. 

-8-



Tirre is regarded as a raman variable, definerl by its prob3.bility 

distribution function. In fact,' one of the most useful and impres-

sive features of the LEADICS ~stem is the "pre-processor", a unit 

of computer software which converts the observed raw data into 

prob3.bility distributions. This representation of parameters by 

randan variables clearly increases the m::rlel' s usefulness by increasing 

its accuracy in representing the realities of court system flow. 

The LEADICS rrodel does not require as input the definition of 

any para.rreters corresp:mding to system resources, since only questions 

of delay are addressed. What the nodel c10es require is that the 

court system flCM-diagram of branches and Eodes l:e specified, along 

with the branching ratiosl representing the proportion of cases,follCMing 

each path. Additionally I raw data on a case-by-case basis, hopefully 

part of an on-going data collection effort, is needed to reflect the 

t:ine between all court processing stages. The LEADICS pre-processor 

programs were developed to "fit" these observations to statistical 

distdbutions, which then feed into the LEADICS rrajor program. 

The LEADICS rrodel can be used to answer all questions about 

court processing which can be -cranslated into terms of delay. One 

use cited by its developers is to find out the effect that reducing 

tilTe lag at one, function stage would have on the entire system. For 

e:xarrple, the answer to questions like "HCM would placing a statutory 

~s figure is an aggregated average since crinE types are not 
distinguished in this system. This limitation will be discussed at 
length later in this report. 

-9-
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tiIm limit on a change of plea notion effect the court system? II, might 

be sought with this rcoc1el. Or one might be interested in what would 

happen if the flow diagram were altered and a stage were totally skipped. 

Along these lines, the LEADICS research team determined, thro~h the 

use of this simulator, that in Marion County, Indiana, the rrean time 

of felony flow from arrest to arraignrrent could be reduced from 121 

days to 80 days if the grand jury stage were eliminated. One might 

also be interested in the effects on t:i.rre lag of changing the branching 

ratios at sc:rne stage, as in the problem of IIHow would average through-

put tirre change if rrore felons pled guilty at arraignment? II • 

'Ib use the model one lnust be able to phrase proposed policy 

problems in terms of tir.e l~g. Sornetirres this is quite straightforward. 

Suppose one desired to analyze the effects of banning those who initially 

pleaded not guilty from changing their pleas at a later time. One could 

choose to make the assumption that those who previously pleaded guilty 

at serre point before trial will now plead guilty at arraignment. This 

situation would be represented in the simulation rrodel by reducing 

the tirre from the arraiSiJITent stage to the change of plea stage to be 

constantly zero. The m:x1el would then be run with this alteration 

arrl the outputs could be corrpa.red to outputs derived 'when the "real" 

situation had been reflected. 

Unfortrnately, this "translation" of the problem .into delay 

specifications is not always as easy as reducing same time lag 

variable to zero. SItuations to be tested usually require that 

a new distribution of delay be given to allow for variation among cases. 

In order to rll.Tl the nodel, the user must be able to specify the nE:rw 

-10-
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tirce distribution function to be input, or at least'its characteristics 

(Le., a histoc]ram) • 

The outputs of the LEADICS program are also distribution 
, 

functions, graphically displayed on X-Y coordinates. The graphs repre-

sent delay distribution between any two processsing stages that the 

user specifies. These output functions conve:y all the inforrration, 

but nruch orientation will be needed before typical court perscll.nell 

can interpr0t them. 

Although the LEADICS system would be of interest to court 

planners who view the reduction of court processing delays as a priority 

issue, there are scrre serious drawbacks to its use that one should 

note. There are limitations on the applicability of the LEADICS 

programs based on the rrodel's underlying assumptions about the court 

system. The m::rlel first assumes that the court system in question is 

not clogged and that time spent just waiting for processing is negligible 

if any. This assumption implies the absense of queues in the m:::del, 

since if all cases move::l directly fran one activity arena to another, 

queuing certainly would not be a problem. This assumption of an 

unclogged court also implies that the time spent at the various processing 

points is not a function of the volume of transactions going though. 

With this assumption, it \';QuId be inappropriate to pose the question, 

"What changes in average throughput time ~u1d occur if drug offenses 

IThe Hudson County Court Study stresses the need for improverrents in 
the output reports, and the m=mbers of the Pilot City Program staff 
concur that the outputs are difficult to interpret. 

-11-
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\'1ere decriminalized?", because the response ~uld necessarily be, IlNo change ll • 

Although ~ realize the difficulty inherent in attempting 

to sep:rrate delay due to queuing bme fran delay due to preprration 

ti.m=, one should not blindly accept the assumption of the uncongested 

nature of a given court system. One should first observe and analyze 

local court data to test the validity ~f this strong hypothesis. I A 

method to accanplish this ~uld be to perform a sensitivity test. 

For example, one could collect observations in February and then in 

June, when there is typically a 30% increase in Rochester arrests; 

and, utilizing statistical analysis, test for significant differences 

in the delays at processing points as the volume of transactions varies. 

A second assumption of the mcdel is the independence of the 

time distributions. The hypothesis is that the time a case spends at one 

stage is unrelated to the tlire it spends at the next or any other stage. 

This mayor nay not be true in our local courts, and again, the assump-

tion must be tested before the LEADICS mcx1el could be implemented here. 

It is this assumption of independen::e,. together with the 

absence of queues, ~t allows one to examine the time distributions 

sep:rrately and to correctly use the nathEmatical techniques that the 

mcdel incorporates. These techniques, which can estimate the delay 

in the whole system 1£ changes are nade in the time distributions 

at sane p:trticul?r stage, do rot n~rk" if these assumptions are not met • 

Therefore, the reccmnended testing is essential. 

lEven if such an analysis on the current operational court system 
supported the hypothesis of "uncloggedness", it w:)uld still be 
unknown whether this situation ~uld rerrain under the proposed 
m:x:1if ica tions. 

-12-
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The Hudson County, New Jersey, study asserts that the rrode1' s 

drawl:ack in not allowing delay distributions to vary as a function 

of court case10ad volume 'can be circunwented. They put forth the 

reccmnendation that a table of distributions be assigned to every 

processing point, with different distributions relating to different 

ranges of case10ad volumes. HO'wever, no mention is made of how these 

distribution functions could be arrived at. This seans to be a very 

difficult task, especially for inplt volumes outside the realm of local 

experience. 

Another deficiency in the LFADICS systeu, when canpared to a 

full-scaled simulator, is the lack of capacity to specify different 

cdme types or to make distinctions in the branching ratios for, different 

crime types. (Probably this is due to the fact that the initial 

deve10puent effort \';as undertaken to probe questions of felony delay 

only.) Therefore, one cannot properly use this model to investigate 

the imp:l.ct of a program set up to screL\ or divert only certain classes 

of offerrlers. PreS1..1IlBb1y one can circunwent this drawl:ack by specifying 

a separate m::x:1e1 for each of several crime categories and using than 

irrlividua11y, but then the effects on the total system cannot be captured. 

The pre-processing unit, a quite sophisticated feature which 

converts the ra'Y data into probability distributions, also has its f1aws~ 

The mathematical approximation techniques which dictate the output may 

give negative probabilities which, needless to say, eire meaningless. Unless 

this is corrected, an unsuspecting court p1:imner, trying to study the 

effect of procedural change, might be faced with output which could only 

by interpreted as "a -4% probability that the time from arrest to arraign-

ment is 10 days". 

-13-
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The LFADICS computer programs are interactive and run in 

Fortran N. Costs of irnplerrenting LFADICS in M:mroe County w::mld be 

aoout $80,000.1 

c. Simulation and Recorrrnenda.tions 

Among the various approaches that have been explored to study 

the court system, a simulation2 medel, e.g., COURTSlM appears to be the 

most comprehensive one. The use of any rrodel, especially a simulation 

m:x1el, t,o,Duld enable one to understand the court system better. Further-

rrore, the complexity and the stocbastic mture of the system can be 

incorporated into a simulation m:del. A distinguishing feature of a 

simulation model is that we do not have to assume that all cases of a 

particular crime type are identical with respect to time and resources 

required to process the case at various stages of the court system. 

Instead, for each crime type at each processing unit of the court, an 

appropriate probability distribution is fitted to the available raw data 

concerning the processing time. By generating random samples from 

the fitted distribution, the variability in processing the different 

cases of a particular crime type is explicitly incoqDrated into the 

m::x1el. Furtherrrore, the dependency of the various stages of the system 

is also taken into account by providing the queuing (or waiting line) 

of the cases at any stage of the system when the required resources are 

not available. It is also possible to incoqDrate priori.ty rules 

for processing the various different cases, so that, for example, 

leost figures based on Hudson County estinates. Naturally, OBI'S 
(Offender Based Transaction System) input data is assumed. 

2Sirnulation is a technique of perfofming sampling experirrents on a 
mathermtical m:x:1el of the system. 
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defendants incarcerated could proceEd to trial sooner than thJse railed. 

These features make simulation techniques superior to the use of analytic 

rrodels in addressing court sy~tem questions. 

Simulation of a court system permits a planner or a court 

administrator to evaluate the effectiveness of various alternative systems 

and policies. The following is a list of same of the questions that 

could be answered by a simulation model. The list is intended to provide 

an indication of some of the uses of a simulation model and is by no 

means exhaustive. 

1. What would be the effect on racklogs if 10% rrore misderreanants pled 
"not guilty"? 

2. How would de:::rirninalization of gambling affect throughput time of 
all other cases? 'N'nat would l:e tlle cost savings to the criir·inal 
justice system? 

3. What would be the i.mp3.ct of round-the-clock arraignments? 

4. How would processing time differ if preliminary hearings were totally 
eliminated? 

5. 't'Vha.t resources would be freed up by a pre-trial diversion program for 
larceny offenders? 

6. \'Vha.t happens to backlogs if one judge i.s added to City Court? 

7. W::luld backlogs form in County Court if a third Grand Jury were initiated? 

It is usually a difficult taSk to write a simulation program. 

various sirnulat~on languages (for example GPSS, SIMSCRIPT, Gl~SP, etc.) are 

now available to reduce Sate of the difficulties associated with writing 

a CcmputE'I simulation program. However, in general, the rrore complex the 

system is, the rrore difficult it is. to write a computer program. Furtherrrore, 

with rrost of the available simulation languages, modifications to the 

system under consideration \',Uuid require considerable reporgramning. Due 

to the complexity of the system and need for flc.xibility to rro<1ify the 
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system easily, writing a simulation program of the court system using one 

of the currently available simulation languages would be difficult and a 

t:i.n"c-consuming task. Furthenrore, ,m:my of the languages \',Duld require 

extensive training before one could write a program, especially a complex 

one. 

There are basically two alternatives available. The first one 

is to utilize the simulation program v.rritten in GPSS by Stochastic Systems 

Research Corporation for the funroe County Court S'lsteml in 1972. This 

program would require substantial revisions and m:rlifications especially in 

the input data provided to the program. The min advantage of this 

alternative is that t.lire and effort has already been invested in developing 

a reasonable simulation program. As pointed out above, the min eli.s:-, 

advantage is that since is written in GPSS, any rrodifications to the 

COUl!t system \~uld require considerable reprograrrming by sc.:a:neone who is 

quite well versed \vith the GPSS language. Essentially, this would require, 

on a continuing basis, a systems analyst who is well trained in GPSS. 

The second alternative is to utilize the Generalized Neu..urk 

2 Simulator (GNS) currently under developnent. The advantage of this 

simulator is that it is very fle."dble and rrodifica tions to the program 

are easily accomplished.. The simulator is expected to be m:rlular and 

easily interfaced, if necessary, with user-written programs. The rrodular 

design facilitates debugging and understanding the structure of tile program . 

l-1Jreover, such a design is e.xpected to reduce the core requirements for GNS. 

lFinal Report: A Systems Study of the MJru:oe County Criminal Courts I 
Vol\.lIT'e II, Stochastic Systems Research Copro:r:ation, M:ly, 1972. 

2Gary H<Xjg, M. Dessouky, K. TOllegawa, "GNS: A Simulation Model for 
Generalized Stochc"1stic Netw:>rks", w::>rking Paper, University of Illinois 
at Urbana - Champaign. 
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The user need not actually write Cl program but rrerely provide as input 

the flow diagram and other relevant data such as tirre, cost, and resources 

used for processing at each stp.ge by case type as well as queuing pararrcters. 

The nein disadvantage of recorrrrending the use of GNS is that it 

is still under development and conseguentl~ it is difficult to fully 

comprehend its features and limitations. Furthenmre, it .is difficult to 

estmate what the computer time and storage requirerrents for GNS \\Dulc 

be. In general, the time and storage requirerrents increase as the 

simulator is rrore flexible and easy to use. However, the flexibility 

of GNS and the drastic reduction in effort required to produce a usable 

computer simulation program is expected to oUbveigh' the increased computer 

time a11d storage requirements of GNS. 

A siIrulation rrodel muld require as input the distribution of 

processing times at various stages of the system. Consequently, the 

available raw data would have to be conver::.ed into statistical prob-

ability distributions. A comprehensive package that appears to do this 

. ff' . 1 convers~on e ectl.vely ~s SIMFIT . This package, available at no cost, 

is written in Fortran and is easy to use. 

D. Data Requirements for a Simulation M:x1el 

The inf.orrration collected by. PROSPER, which is based on 

transactions and activities relating to an offender as he roves' through 

the various stages in court processing, is necessary for a simulation 

lRobert Dineen and Carl Gordon, "SIMFIT II, A Frequency Distribution 
Analysis Program", A School of Systems and logistics Technical Report, 
Air Force Institute of Technology, Wr'ight-Patterson AFB, Ohio, August, 
1973. 
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m:x.lel. Howevr.:rr, a simulation m::x:iel also requires t.h.e duration of certain 

court processes in tiIre units such as hours and minutes. Under tho 

proFOsed system design, this information will not he available in ProSPER 

which will record only the date an offender enters a processing unit. 

As indicated below, there are at least 'b.D ways in which such infonna.tion 

could be captured and preserve::1 by the PROSPER system. 

The first way is to notate, for each and every court procaiure 

and for each and every defendant, the start and end time of eo.ch court 

appearance and to include such data aD part of the active case record. 

This procedure is expected to be time-consuming and costly, but w:>uld 

provide the rrost complete infonna.tion, and might prove useful for other 

purp:::>ses. 

The second and the reconmended way w:>uld be as follows: 

a. ) To indicate on the offender record the Court Part 

number for each court appearance or case activity. 

b.) To maintain a C0111puterized "M:l.ster List" by date and by 

Court Part indicating: Date, Part Number, start TiIre, End 'rime, etc. 

~'7ith this inforrration available as part of PROSPER, it is 

possible to utilize regression analysis to estimate the duration of 

tiIre for processing the various typ=s of court appearances (trial, 

FTC, Preliminary Hearing, r-btion Hearing, etc.) by charge category. It 

should be noted that with regard to the precise infonna.tion stored in the 

r-1aste::::: List, several alternatives strategies are possible. For instunce, 

instead of storing roth the start and end time, it would be sUfficient to 
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store the duration of time (end tirne - start time) the Court Part is in 

session for that rrorning or day. This information would be sufficient 

for the regression analysis t? estimate the duration of time for processing 

the various types of court appearances by charge category. Alternatively, 

one could maintain separately the information regarding the duration of 

tirre each Court Part is normally in session each rrorning or day (e.g, 

8 a.m. to 12 noon M:mday tlu:ough Friday) and note in the Master List 

only the exceptions. 

Proceeding on the assumption that the PROSPER OBT systEm will 

"lose" a defendant after sentencing, we see a need for saving inforr.aticlIl 

regarding the several court proceedings which are not direct consequences 

of a defendant's rrovement through the court system from arraignment to 

disp:>sition, but which nevertheless. absorb a good deal of court system 

tirne arrl resources. Such activities muld include cases applealed to 

County Court from a lower court and hearings and/or resentencing for 

violations of a conditional discharge, violations of the terms of 

comnitment to the Drug Abuse Control Cmmission, violations of the 

tenns of an ACD disfOsition, and violations of prol:::ation. (All of these: 

activities involve a case that has sanehow "looped." l:::ack into the system, 

sanatirres over a year after the case \\as disp:>sed of by the court.) In 

order for a model to accurately simulate court resource utilization, 

backlogs, or queues, data on these court activities must be available 

in a canputer l:::ased information system. N3 recorrmend that a catalog 

of such activities be maintained by Court Part in the Master List. 

rrentioned above. 
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Basically, three categories of inforrration would be needed 

to feed a comprehensive simulation m:xlel They are: 

a.) Distribution of prOCessing time by charge type at each 

stage of the court system, and a rreasure of interdependence between 

these distributions. 

b.) Distribut.ion of the nunber of notion hearings by charge. 

c. ) Branching ratios by charge type at each stage of the 

court system. 

DelOi'l is a list of data elements to be included in the PROSPER 

offender based transaction system for the purpcDe of building a simula-

tion rroc1el of the court system. Hany of the items are already included 

in the list of operational system data require.rnents. 

List of Data Elements 

Arrest charge (s) and type (Le., felony, misderreanor, or violation) 

Jail/Bail Status - date and arrount of bail if applicable 

Initial Court Appearance - date1 court p;trt.:., plea entered, disposition 
(IA) , sentencf.! (IA) 

Pre-Trail Release Recornrendation 

Release Action - Jail/Bail status, Date 

Public Defender Assignrrent and Date (IA.) 

Screener's Reconmendation 

IIA - If Applicable 
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M:ltions for Hearings (IA)l - date, status 

Preliminary Hearing (IA) - date, court p:trt, outcane 

Grand Jury Referral (IA) - date presented, disp::>sition, and date 

For every additional court appearance preceding trial: 

1.) type of session - (pre-trial conference, motion hearing, 

pre-sentence conference, County Court arraignrrent) 

.2.) date 

3. ) court and part 

4. ) reduced charge (s) (IA) 

5. ) plea entered (IA) 

6. ) diSpJsition (IA) 

7. ) sentence 

Trial (IA) - type begin date, mnnber of jurors, disposition 

Prob:ttion Department Investigation - date ordered, date received, type 
(p!:e-plea, pre-sentenced, long/short 
form) 

Sentence Type and Duration 

E. perspectives on Costs and Benefits 

While we are aware that court rranagers often b:tse decisions for 

lIA - If Applicable 
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system changes on figures showing costs expended vs. costs avoided, we 

feel that the decision to :i.mp1errent simulation should not be viewCd solely 

in this manner. In much the sarre way as a computer itself, once installed 

in a locality, usually generates dermnd for its services beyond those 

originally intended, we feel that court planners will generate ways to 

utilize a simulation mxle1 beyond the applications we have anticipated. 

Additionally, mmy of the benefits of simulation seem to 

be unmeasurable. It is quite difficult to place a dollar value on 

the benefits of "nore" inforrration. It is also an unachievable task 

to try to Treasure the savings to the comnunity resulting fran the 

costly planning and research stud.ies which otherwise 'V.ould have 1:::eGn 

undertaken had simula'tion not been available. Such stud.ies have in 

the past been conducted prior to institutionalizing new court programs 

and often as a requirerrent for obtaining federal funding for a program. 

With a simulation mxle1 up and running, some of these study efforts 

will be precluded. And one should also consider the impossible task 

of estirrating savings accrued by perhaps avoiding, through information 

gained by a simulation analysis, the institution of cl1anges whose impacts 

'WOuld not have be8l1 l:eneficial. 

In deciding to imp1errent a computer rrode1, emphasis should 

be placed on the appropriateness of the questions that can be answered. 

The choice of the mx:1e1 should crucially depend. on whether the rrode1 

addresses the questions that court p1armers want answered. 

For nore cortm='J1ts on the evaluation design of a simulation 

ITOde1, see the evaluation section. (Chapter II) 
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Provided that there is interest in the scoPe of questions 

that JUSSIM and/or PHIIJIM answers, we advise the iroplerrentation of 

one of these rrodels, since the· costs involved are so lCM. In addition 

to the trivial procurc:roent and operational costs noted earlier in 

the text, the follCMing is all that would be necessary for either 

nodel. (We assurre throughout the existence of the OBTS data.) 

A. 3-4 Man-rronths for data specification for the rrcdel (e.g., 

branching ratios, resource levels), including interface to the OBI'S data. 

B. 3-4 days of system programrer' s tirre to get the program 

running locally. 

We cannot recomnend LEADICS without a prior study to determine 

the appropriateness of this rrodel to the local situation. Such an 

undertaking would require an estimated 2 p:rsons for 3 m:>nths, plus 

substantial tim:l and resources for data collection for this study. In 

addition, the outputs of the LEADICS system would have to be drastically 

nodified for user readability prior to any recommendation for irnple

IreI1tation. The need for this rrodification has also been noted by Hudson 

County, Ncw Jersey, in their study and if they undertake these improve

ments, the changes will not be an additional cost to subsequent users. 

For any of the full scale simulations, a data collection 

effort would be necessary to dete.nn:i.ne the resource capacity at each 

processing stage. Each of the simulation rrodels IreI1tioned also requires 

probability distributions as input and, therefore, necessitates sorre 

software package which "fits" distributions to new data. The one 
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m=ntioned earlier, SIMFIT II, is available at no cost from the United 

State Air Force. 

It should be rote:l that any GPSS m:::>del will be quite costly 

to run, and might take as long as 40 minutes of run t:iJne. Tv;o program:rer/ 

analysts with much experience in GPSS and with adequate knO\vledge of the 

court system could prob3.bly develop a simulation in 2-3 m:mths. It w:Juld 

require one such person, working 2 ... 3 rronths, to alter the m::del previously 

developed by tile Stochastic systems Research Corporation. 

Because of the flexibility of GNS, it w:Juld require one person 

worr-J.ng 1 to 2 rronths to develop a GNS court system sinn.llation. Because 

this software is so new, cost figures and run tiIre specifications are not 

yet available. 

It soould be pointed out ~t the al::ove estirrates are only 

for getting a IDrkable program. Subsequent changes and m::difications 

w:>uld have to be done on an intermittent resis, resulting in additional 

time and e."'q?ense. 
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II. Post-Tmplerrentation Evaluation Design 

by 

Lee Marrs and Richard Thaler 

A. Intro:1uction 

M:ma.grrent Inforrration Systems (MIS) during the stages of 

their initial conception are virtually always hailed as the bearers 

of large benefits am future cost savings. Although effort is usually 

devoted to at least an ad hoc ex ante determination of MIS costs versus 

MIS benefits, seldom is the system subjected to serious ex ~ scrutiny 

to determine whether forecasted MIS benefits and estirrated MIS costs 

actually obtained. Herein lies a critical area of neglect. Manage:rrent 

requires ~ ~ evaluation inforrration in order to provide the feed1:ack 

necessary to correctly assess toth its own decision to initially provide 

the system and the contractor's perfonrance installing the system. 

The concepts necessary to identify real costs in an Autcrrated 

Data Processing (ArC) environment are basic to any economic analysis. 

Problems occurring in the application of 'these,concepts often result 

from institutional methods for ADP pricing systems or chargeback methods 

and difficulties in attempts to quantify benefits in the public or not

for-:-profit sector. Whereas businessrren rave the ability to judge the 

success of an ADP undertaking by noting the increase in the tottom line 

of an incorre statement, no such clear-cut and easily quantifiable goal can 

be set for municipal governrrent systems such as a C:d.minal Justice 

Inforrration System (CJIS). Notwithstanding this difficulty, it is 

imperative in order to supp::>rt rational decision rmking that an objective 

determination of the proposed system's costs arrl resultant l::.cnefits be 
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accomplished. The logical starting point for a Post-Implementation 

Evaluation (PIE) is the initial cost-benefit analysis preceErling the 

decision to implement the CJIS. 

The quality and scope of this initial effort has a rrajor impact 

on the post-implementation eva,luation. If the designers have done a 

thorough job, then the PIE becares rrerely an extension of the first 

cost-benefit analysis. On the other hand, if the initial decisions were 

made in an ad hoc way or bave not been well documented then the later 

evaluators have to start from scratch. 

'I'his chapter begins with a brief statement of some resic 

principles of Cost-Benefit Analysis (CPA) 1 . We then discuss in turn 

measurement of costs, cost-effectiveness analysis, and benefit estimation. 

We conclude with a suggested evaluation work plan. 

B. Coocepts of Cost-Benefit Analysis 

Tr..e true economic cost of an r.lIS is the net addition to total 

costs resultin9 from system develop:nent, .implementation, and operation. 

This rrarginal or iocremental '::0st is the only. relevant cost for decision 

ITBking. An example nay serve to better illustrate this important concept. 

If a CRr tenninal is presently rented for $200 per m::mth flat rental and 

the terminal is only used between the hours of 8: 00 a .m. and 5: 00 p.m., 

the true economic cost of an aclditional application using this terminal 

from ~.~OO p.m. to 8:00 a.m. is zero. Ibwever,·if the the new application 

requires a dedicated. 24 hours/da~r terminal, then the cost of that applica-

tien ~uld be $200/rronth. 

1For a full treat:m:mt of cost-benefit analysis, see E. J. Mislan, Cost
Benefit Analysis, New York, Praeger Publishers, June, 1971, and A. 
Harberger, Project E."valuation: Collected. Papers, Chicago, Markham 
Press, 1973. 
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Cost savings or benefits must also 00 considered in a rrarginal 

or incremental ma.nner. The rrost frequently encountered fault of pre-MIS 

cost/benefit analyses is usin~ average cost figures when quar.tifying 

cost-savings. Once again, an example will be used to establish this 

point. SUPJ;Ose a jail currently h::>lds 100 prisoners. In order to 

operate the jail, the municipality spends $125,000 annually on guard 

salaries and $52,000 on fcxx1. The average cost per prisoners is $1,770; 

h::>wever, a program reducing the number of prisoners by one each year 

w::mld result in only $520 in savings. (A one percent reduction WJuld 

prol:ably not effect the number of guards employed; oowever, a logical 

assumption WJuld be tlBt food consumed is directly proJ;Ortional to the 

number of prisoners.) Once again, the ch:mge in total costs is the 

relevant figure for decision making purJ;Oses. 

The concept of opportunity cost is also critical to correct 

cost-benefit analyses of public sector projects. Opportunity cost ma.y 

be defined as the highest value of the services foregone when resources 

are devoted to the s~ific project. Opportunity costs are always 

present, even in projects requiring no additional funds. Sane examples 

will illustrate the concept. ~'1hen a new application contends for the time 

of a computer central processing unit, delays are imposed on other jobs 

in the system. The opportunity cost of the new application is the sum 

of the values of all the delay t.irre suffered by other system jobs. 

Given a fixed budget constraint, the opJ;Ortunity cost of a court calendar 

and scheduling rrodule could include the benefits tlBt WJuld have derived 

had the resources been devoted to an a(""tive warrant file. Likewise, 

there is an opportunity cost associated with each data elem::mt in the 

data rose. This opportunity cost \<.Duld be the value of the information 
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foregone when the decision is made to include one data e1eIrent as OPfXJsed 

to another e1errent. Clearly, the rational decision maker requires at 

least estimates of the relevant 0pfXJrtunity costs. The cost-benefit 

analysis of the CJIS is the vehicle whereby these costs (i. e., foregone 

benefits) are collected and presented to the decision maker in a clear 

am coocise rranner for his evaluation. This infonration is critical to 

fa rational decision am, therefore, rust not be neglected. 

C. Valuing Future Costs and Benefits 

A CJIS will provide benefits and entail costs for several years. 

~ . . 
This presents evaluators Wl.th the problem of how to canpute the current 

value of future benefits (and costs). Governments, like f.irros and 

individuals, prefer a benefit this year to one next year. The rate at 

which benefits a year hence VoDuld be exchanged for current benefits is 

called the discount rate. The discount rate used by firms is their cost 
, 

of capital, i.e., the price they rust p:ty to obtr.tin funds. Tl1e correct 

rate for governments to use a scmewhat controversial topic. The rate we 

advocate is that suggested by IIarberger 
1 

which is a weighted averaged of 

the after-tax rate of return to individual savings and the before-tax 

return to corporate investrrents. This would be roughly 10-12%. However, 

since the choice of a discount rate can have a substantial effect on the 

outcarre of the CBA, a sensitivity analysis should be included where costs 

and benefits are cauputed at several different rates. 

lFor canp1ete discussion, see Harberger, op. cit. 
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Given the cmice a discount rate, r, arrl a series of future 

net benefits (benefits minus costs) B.J.., B2 , B3 

formula to obtain the present value is: 

BO+~ + B2 +. 

(l+r) (l+r) 2 

+ ~ 
(l+r)n 

B then the correct 
n 

Note that the discounting procedure is ~ot an adjustment for expected 

future inflation. All estirrates are usually made in terms of current 

prices. Inflation need enter the analysis explicitly only if relative 

prices are expected to change. For example, sane experts feel that 

computer prices will fall in the future or at least will rise more 

slowly th:ln labor costs. This ~uld tend to mcrease the value of 

lal::or saving devices over time. 

D. Benefits to Whan? 

Before we bc-gin our discussion of costs, a brief digression 

is necessary. In any CBA., the decisions with respect to which costs 

and benefits should be included in the analysis depend on the purpose 

and perspective of the evaluation. 'lID factors are :i.rnp::>rtant. The 

first issue is to whan is the evaluation addressed? In this case, an 

evaluation from the point of view of Monroe County, the Courts, the 

State of New York, and L.E.A.A. would care up with different rreasures 

of costs and benefits. One example is the federal funds for the PROSPER 

grant. To L.E.A.A. these are obviously a cost, but the County might 

view thE!1l as a win:1fall gain and only include its: matching share as 

true costs. A related issue on the benefits side is r!'3plicability. It 

matters very little to the local government if anyone else ever uses the 
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software developed for PROSPER. L.E.A.A., on the other hand, could save 

substantial annunts from a sys,tem which could be easily adopted by other 

cornnunities. To L.E.A.A., ceteris peribus, a system specific to IPM 

equipnent \\Duld be preferable to one dependent on say UNIVAC l:::€cause IEl'-1 

is nore comron, but even better, WJuld be a system which did not require 

any specific hardware as a prerequisite. 

A second factor which helps shape the analysis is the time 

perspective. For example, an analysis as to whetller to adopt a system 

lased on a preliminary study should not include the a-penses already 

\ undertaken since these are II sunk costs II • On the other hand, another 
I 

city trying to learn from Rochester's experience \\Duld include preliminary 

design and cost-benefit expenses in its analysis if they would expect to 

incur these costs again. 

The point of view we are assuming in this report is an eclectic 

one. Basically, the evaluation is aimed at L.E.A.A., but costs and 

benefits which accrue to the local agencies should be included. Because 

PROSPER is a program funded with pilot City PrOgram rroney, it is important 

that a national perspe:::tive be taken. This means that replicability 

should be an important factor. The next section of this paper will 

concentrate on identifying the true econan:i.c costs of system developnent, 

irnplanentation, and operation. 

E. Evaluation of Costs 

Development costs are relatively strClightforward and easily 

determined including analysis and design, programning an:l ~oding, and 

hardware evaluation/selection cCIn}?Onents. Analysis and design costs 
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include primarily rran hours and ,tXJssibly travel expenses mcurrerl by 

either formalizerl or ad hoc committees investigatmg the ,tXJssibilities 

of a new MIS or revisions to an existmg system. These efforts include 

the costs mcurrerl conductmg the cost-benefit analysis userl in system 

design and justification. 

Prograrmting and codmg costs are another canpqnent of developuent 

costs for m-house developed systems. This is indeed a fertile area for 

research. Industry rules of thumb exist (e.g., one lme of code per hour) 

for est:i.ma.tmg prograrrrner productivity; however, little empirical evidence 

has been re,tXJrte::l m the literature. fure post-implementation evaluations 

will certamly improve current estimate tools. As well as manpower, 

programnjng and codmg costs include hardware costs for program testmg 

arrl de-buggmg. Additionally, the canponent rray even mclude software 

procurement costs. For exaIJ1Ple, if an opt.imizmg canpiler or a de-bug 

softwrre aid is purchaserl initially for use m the CJIS developuent, 

then these costs should be attributerl to CJIS developnent; however, such 

costs may be partially offset by the discounterl present value of benefits 

resilltmg fran the use of this specializerl software in future system 

developmPJlt efforts. 

Closely associaterl with developuent costs are the costs of 

system :implementation. Within this category are costs of dual system 

operation present when the new system exp:mds or replaces an existmg 

system. Parallel operation is often requirerl as a final validity check. 

File conversion and data collection effortsreq1.lired for mitial file 

,::onstruction are implementation costs that should have been est:i.ma.ted 

in the mitial cost-benefit analysis, and therefore verifierl durmg the 

post-impleroentation evaluation. 
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Perhaps the najor (and ITOSt often ignored) comfX:ment of systEm 

implerrentation cost concerns the education and training of ulti.nute 

users. Substantial arrounts of reso1;1X'ces must be devoted to formal and 

informal training as well as to preparation, publication, and distributicn 

of nanuals. This is a variable cost required for system operation; hence 

it should have been identified and estimated in the original cost-benefit 

'

analysis. Once again, the post-implementation evaluation served to 

veryify tl~ accuracy and thus improve the decision making assistance 

rendered by future cost-benefit analyses of other proposed. systentS. 

\ 
The final category of CJIS costs that must be considered. in 

the cost-benefit analysis are operational costs. In order to compare 

alternative system configurations, the future stream of costs should be 

cast into present value tenns in the sarre nanner that benefits are handled.. 

If all the hardware used for the system is dedicated. equir:rrent, 

then rroasuring oFerational costs \'lill be straightfoxward. If, hCMever, 

the system runs in a shared. environment, t.he question of allocating costs 

arises. One might think that one need. only f' .. xarnine the CJIS dep:1.rt:lrent' s 

annual charges for computer service. Ibwever, in rrany installations, 

canputer charges in no nanner reflect the narginal or increrrental costs 

of using the computer's resources. Centers where no direct charge 

back system e..-..::ists arrl centers where charge recks are determined by 

an ~ priori goal to exactly balance the budget provide e..xamples of 

oon-opti.nul pricing policies. In order for computer charges to 

correctly reflect the opportunity cost that the CJIS imposes through 

its use of canputer resources, a system of flexible narginal cost 
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pricing nulst exist. By charging users true marginal cost, the center 

provides each user with the correct incentives in detenning its use 

of the canputer. 

Th:tt rrany canputer centers do not employ rrarginal cost 

pricing rray practically be explained by the fact that the providing of 

canp..lter services is characterized by large fixed costs and 10\'1 

narginal costs. These factors canbine in a perverse rranner, such that 

a center providing the optimal amount of computing services at the 

opt.irm..nn internal transfer price rray appear J?CX)rly rranaged as it will 

show an accounting figure loss. When narginal cost prid.J1g is not 

practiced, the real econanic operating costs of the CJIS must be esti

rrated in the initial cost-benefit analysis and verified by the post-

implementation evaluation. 

Once again, the real econanic operating costs of the CJIS 

are the addition to total cost incurred as a result of CJIS operation. 

This cost includes a monetary component for addition of specialized or 

totally dedicate1 h:trdware and a non-rronetary canponent reflecting 

costs impose1 on other host system users as a result of device conten-

tion. Even if system lCXJ data indicate large excess cap3.city, device 

contention will arise if the CJIS system darands are time correlated 

with existing applications. Further, excess cap3.city rray have an 

implicit value if system users are willing to p3.y a higher price for their . 

resource requirement in order to reduce the proh:tbility tmt high priority 

fast turnarourrl jobs will be delayed. This phenane.non will be noted only 

with system resources constituting bottlenecks in the system job precessing 

flow, far example, tape drives, the central precessing. unit, high speed 
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core, and output media. Wl:lEm the mst SYSl:Gl1 is near cap3.c.ity 

or when excess capacity has real value to users (Le., they are 

willing to pay), then the 'marginal cost equals average cost. 

For example, if the CJIS under consideration operates in a 

teleprocessing envirornnent, each CJIS user accessing the system imposes 

costs on other mst ~/stem users. CPU cycles are expended precessing 

message requests and. queuing output. CJIS operating costs not only 

include terminal rental, canmunication line fees, core and CPU costs; 

a charge for disc space is also required. Each track of on-line disc 

storage dedicated to the CJIS is a track not available to other system 

users. If disc drives are in excess supply, then the rrarginal cost 

of on-line storage nay l::e very low or zero; however, as new users 

develop additional requirements (or if excess cap3.city is valued), 

another disc storage unit will eventually be required. For purposes 

of long run cost estirPates, a reaso!'1.able approach might be to use the 

average cost per track dete:rm:ined by dividing annual disc drive rental 

by the total number of tracks available including tracks required for 

direct storage overhead (i. e., tracks reserved for the volume table of 

contents, etc.). 

It is mq;x:mtant to deoote the time frarre encanpassed by 

"long run". Host system existence as well as exp:tnsion requirerrents 

are dependent ,on the t:irne f~ame considered. For example, if a controller 

can service sixteen disc drives and only tw;) drives currently are used, 
I 

the costs of a CJIS requiring one additiona~ drive for, on line storage 
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should not include any of the controller rental, even though in the 

longest of long runs, the h::>st system will require rrore than sixteen 

drives a.rrl therefore another controller. There exist no universal 

rules of thumb for determining the correct tirre frarre for purPJses of 

analysis. This remains essentially a judgment to be considered on a 

case-by-case basis. 

Sof~are naintenanco is another area of operational costs 

that rt'"ust te considered.. It need not be estirrated in the original cost-

benefit analysis since any requested change or revision to an existing 

CJIS should be evaluated on its awn basis. Forrratting changes and new 

or additional rePJrts or data elertlE'..nts must be just.ified by a cost-benefit 

analysis; i.e., does the discounted present vulue 0:: quantified benefits 

resulting from the program ehange exceed costs required to rreke the 

change? The post implementation evaluation will serve to audit software 

m:d.r..tenance in progress. r-E.intenance cost incurred as a result of latent 

programming bugs arising from a hardware manufacturer1s release of operating 

systenl modifications need not be estimated or verified in the post 

implementation evaluation. Once the initial fi-xed cost of a CJIS has 

been justified, it appears obvious that the CJIS benefit stream w:Juld 

easily satisfy the cm criteria for devoting resources to acccmm::::date new 

operating system releases. 

The final component of CJIS operating costs to be examined is 
I, 

the cost of error detection, and correction. Any data base can be 

initially envisioned as a pool of sparkling clean water. As tirre progresses, . 
drops of oil are trickled into the pool causing PJllution. The resources 

necessary to rraintain a zero level of pollution cannot be justified; 
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mwever, there is an optinul arrount of p::>llution at.:ove which the costs 

suffered exceed the costs required to maintain purity. An infornation 

system requires continual ex.cimination to c.1etect and correct data element 

errors. Number transp::>sitions, key punch errors, etc., serve to p::>llute 

the data base. The resources necessary for error research can and should 

be est.i.rPa.ted in the initial cost-benefit analysis and, therefore, will 

be examined during the p::>st implerrentation evaluation. As well as 

examining actual costs received, the PIE should conduct a random sample 

of CJIS records with 100% verification of the sampled record's data 

elements. ~le size of the sample must be sufficient to verify at a 

satisfactory confidence level the stated purity of the data }:ase. 

F. Cost-Effectiveness Analysis 

Part of the design work is the specification of hardware and 

software technology. Although this is a crucial part of the design stage, 

it cannot 1Je evaluated in the cost-benefit analysis, £::E.~. Wha:t is 

needed is a cost-effectiveness analysis cornbinErl with a cost-benefit 

analysis in order to compare various alternatives. Inclucled in the 

alternatives should 1Je packages which already are O\vnec1 by L.E.A.A. and 

are available at lCM cost. Since the evaluation we are prop::>sing here 

is limited in budget, it would be impossilile to review all possilile al tern-

atives and say which one is best. We suggest that a reasonable compromise 

w:>uld be for thl~ evaluators to simply review those software packages and 

configura~ions which were studied by the design team. They may decide 

that serre attractive alternatives were overlooked,' in which case that 

juclgrrent w:>uld be a part of their report. They should, lxJwever, try to 

determine whether the original design choice was rational, given the 
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alternatives examined. This will be done by reviewiI;lg the documentation 

on the design recommendations relating to hardwctre-software selection. 

If };X)ssible, projected costs of untried systems will be canp:1red to 

actual costs later realized both for the adopted and rejected systems. 

For example, if a particular system rej ected here is implemented elsewhere, 

cost data soould be gathered and compared with that estimated in the 

original rep:::>rt. 

We further recamnend that L.E.A.A. consider a large scale effort 

to compare va.rious CJIS for cost-effectiveness. Although each system has 

unique aspects, rrost CJIS have many comron attributes. With proper 

lacking from L.E.A.A., a set of CJIS could be compared.. Data on each 

system pertaining to hardware and software design features, nodules included, 

an:i cost of developnent implementation and operation would need to be 

collected. Then, perhaps with the help of multiple regression analysis, 

same generalizations might be made regarding the costs of various rroduleD 

and design features. We have m illusions ab:mt the degree of difficulty 

of this study - it muld be tough. But with tens of millions of dollars 

being spent yearly on develop:rent of CJIS, it \\'Quld seem prudent to begin' 

to try to sort out what is WJrking and what isn It. 

G. Measuring Benefits 

In order to have originally justified system design, developrent, 

lnlplerrejltation, and continued operation, the initial cost-benefit analysis 

sb:mld have delineated benefits envisioned with appropriate estimates 

of these values. The task of the PIE is to verify that "th3SE! benefits· 

have in fact 00en obtained and that the initial value estinates were 
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correct. As with other p::uts of the evaluation, this will be easier if 

the initial cost~benefit analysis is well-~~ified. 

There are several pitfalls of benefits estimation ~1at fall 

in the "buzz \oX)rd" clasGification. Reduction in clerical operations 

must be interpreted with caution. Because of tenure rules, unnec8S~xtry 

employees may be retained. There will probably rerrain some benefits 

from any additional tasks assigned to the now superfluous employees, 

but they will be less than the gain from releasing ~1e employee 

imnediately. 

In the Criminal Justice Information System environment, real 

benefits can be traced to tangible reductions in the :mount of resources 

currently required to accomplish stated tasks. If a jury selection and 

scheduling m:dule cal1 rE.'Cluce the lost working murs foregone by jury 

rrembers, then a tangible benefit can be ascribed to the m:dule. Likewise, 

benefits of a court scheduling module might include reduced waiting t.ime 

by p::>licem=n scheduled to give testirrony thereby yielding rrore "on the 

street" crime prevention for the same dollar eJ{f'0r.cliture. 

When the CJIS m:dule merely serves to autc:mate rranual trans-

actions without reducing the resources required to acccxnplish the task, 

then the benefits are illusionary. The task of the post-implementation 

evaluation is to ferret out these imaginary benefits and expose ~1e inaccur-

acies to m:m;tge:rrent, thereby lessening the probability that additional 
, 

resources will be again misallocated in subsequent MIS developnent 

effOrts. 
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For each rrodule in a system design, bcnef~ts particular to 

this rrodule must be idcntificc1. We will cite tv.D examples or the kinds 

of analyses which will need to be done. To illustrate the concepts 

involved in estimating the benefits from a particular module, let us 

eY.amine a m:x:1ule of PROSPER which was proposed by the PROSPLR research 

team to serve the local Pre-Trail Release Program. Briefly, this module 

calls for the inclusion of the M::mroe County Ear Association Pre-Trial 

Release Program, Inc. as a user of the PROSPER system, facilitating the 

storage, validation, and exchange of data that the Pre-Trial Release 

office usually gathers about a defendant. i\dditionally, a statistical 

res~ch study is proposedl to determine whether the, variables and point-

weighting rreth.xl currently used as a criterion for the release recClI'l1rendation 

is actually the best indicator of whether a defendant will return for trial. 

Benefits for such a m::Xlule can be classified into ty.x) sets. The 

first set involved so-called "cost savings". Keeping in mind the caveats 

discussed aOOve, the CRA will provide estimates of savings in clerical 

effort including labor, rraterial, storage facilities and space. Each 

will only be counted if the savings are expected to be realized, and 

net of any increase in clerical effort demanded to input data into the 

system. 

The second set of benefits are those derived from the :irrproved 

quality and quantity of data. Although these would not always be pos~"tive 
" 

(a ffi:ln\.1al system might provide better data), in the instant case the , 

weaknesses of the current system have been wel], observerl and alrrost any 

automated system v.Duld be an impovement. Naturally, rrore and better data 

are only valuable if they are userl. In this case, the improved data 

lThis study W'3.s undertaken by the Pilot City Program and is currently in 
progress. 
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source VvDuld IlB.ke possible research a:i.m::rl at refining the pre-trial 

release recomnendation. Let's trace through the effects of such research. 

Currently, only a portion of those defendants recommended for pre-trial 

release are approved by the judge. The proposed research is aimed at 

improving the Pre--Trial Release program's ability to differentiate the 

good risks from the bad ones. If the research is successful, then it 

is reasonable to assume that rrore goo::1 risks will be release:1 by the 

judges. In fact, the Pre-Trial Release Program· has increased the mm1b0x 

of defendants released without bail partially by providing the judges 

with better infor:rration than they had before. Since rrany Pre-'l'rial 

Release clients could not meet b? il, this leads to a decrease in defendants 

awaiting trial in jail. Sending fewer defendants to jail yields both 

rronetary and nonrronetary benefits. In fact, a recent evaluation of Pre-

rl'rial Release illustrates the basic teclmiques involved in estimating one 
.' 

p:rrt: of lIDnetary benefits, namely those which accrue from savings at the 

, '1 1 0th , 
Ja~ • er rronetary benef~ts which must be carefully evaluated are the 

increased earnings of defendants who can VvDrk while awaiting trial, and 

resulting sav:L'1gs in \.;elfare costs. The value of these benefits depends 

lllCost-Benefit Analysis of the Monroe County Pre-Trial Release Pr?:]X'amll 

Stochastic Systems Research Corporation, Rcchester, New York, O::::tober, .1972. 
Unfortunately, this analysis contains b;o errors which should be corrected 
by future evaluators. ,First, the estfuate of the average t:ime spen~ in 
jail awa.iting trial was simply the average t:ime spent in the pre-tr~l 
release program: 3.72 months. This is quite probably an over estimate 
since defendants awa.iting trial in jail are generally processed faster 
than those releasec1.. Naturally this error will bias the estfuate of the 
benefits up.vards. Second, the monthly cost of keeping a person in jail 
\'as obtained by dividing the average rronthly direCt jail costs by the average 
number of persons sent to the jail per month, 425. The correct procedure 
\rould be to divide by the average daily population of the jail rather than 
its rronthy throughput. v;e do not know wl1atthis figure i~ but it mu~t, be 
less than 425 since that number is greater than the capac~ty of the Ja~l. 
This error then acts to bias the estllnate of benefits downwrrd. 



on the point of view of the analysis. From the county's perspective, 

the in::rea.sed earnings are :irrelevant (except for scm:; srmll increases 

in t<:tx revenues) but the reduced welfare payments are a real savings. 

In an evaluation with a national perspective, however, welfare payments 

are simply transfers from taxpayers to other rrernbGrs of society and are 

thus ig:oc>red. The increased earnings w::>uld create a benefit in the 

nationally oriented illlc'1lysis to the e.xtent that the wages r:aid exceed 

the individual's reservation wage - i.e., the lowest wage at which he 

would be willing to work. 

':'here are, of course, many non-monetary benefits associated 

with releasing rrore defendants as well as some costs. The benefits \\Duld 

include the value to the individual and his family of his freedom and his 

increased ability to work toward his defense. Potential costs include any 

crime canmitted by released defendants and the costs associated "vith the 

few who do not return for trial. Obviously, a pre-implerrentation eRA. 

cannot hope to quantify all the benefits discussed here. However, a 

complete enumeration of the nature of the benefits expected will greatly 

aid the post-implementation evaluation. 

In Chapter I, several rrodelling techniques are described and 

critiqued. The decision to adopt one or m:::l.l:e of these rrodels should be 

baserl on the answers. to four questions: 

I, 

". 1. ) Will the rrodel be used? 

2. ) Will the m:x1el answer. the nanager' s questions? 

3.) Wh3.t benefits will accrue frau the actions taken as a 

result of the rrodel's outputs? 

4. ) How much does the m::x1el cost to buy, install, and operate? 
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Obviously, no m::x1el is worth anything if it isn't used., but 

to be valuable it must be rrore than a plaything. It must provide answers 

to questions which can and do result in policy changes. (It does no 

gcxx:1 to YJ10W wha.t would haPf€n if we did X if we do not have the power 

or auth:::>rity to do X.) 

Chapter I has tried to provide the necessary l:ackground which 

the local criminal justice rranagers can use to answer the questions 

phrased above. Naturally, benefits may be difficult to quantify. v1hat 

is value of a decrease in processing time? There will be some r.Dn~tary 

benefits in jail savings and so forth, but there \"ill also be an unquan-

tifiable gain resulting from simply providing citizens e1eir constitutional 

right to a speedy trial. In such cases, the correct procedure is to 

measure all quantifiable benefits and cCX11}?a.re these to costs. If the 

difference is positive, then the program is clearly IDrthwhile. If not, 

then the unquantifiable benefits should be enumerated. and a subjective 

decision must be made as to whether these gains are IDrth the extra costs. 

H. ~brk Plan 

W3 recommend that the evaluation be done in three stages. 

First, the evaluator should be hired as soon as Pha.se II of PROSPEI? 

begins. His initial assignment IDuld be to complete the detailed 

specifica;t.ions for the evaluation design, and see that l:aseline data 
., 

are colle:rted. The arrount of IDrk involved with the first step will 

depend in large part on how well the o~ations group ha.s specified the 

expected benefits of each m::rlule of PROSPER. If these a"pected b?nefits 

have been carefully enUl1i2rated', then he will rrerely have to prepare the 

data collection effort. The baseline data will be "snapshot" of the 
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current criminal justice system. For exarrple, if expected benefits 

include reducing court delay and clerical effort, then rre.asures of the 

current levels of these two variables are needed. In many cases, the 

least costly way of obtaining the data necessary for the evaluation will 

be to have the PROSPER system collect it. This fact underscores the 

imr::ortance of hiring the evaluator as soon as r::ossible. Recommendations 

ma.de by the evaluator regarding possible additions to the PROSPER data 

oo.se should be adopted whenever tr.at seems to be cost effective. Pe.rhaps 

the PROSPER executive policy ccmTlittee can help decide rrarginal cases. 

The second p:rrt of the evaluation will occur during the training 

and implementation stage. These operations should be rronitored and included 

in the rer::ort. 

The final p:rrt of the evaluation cannot begin until the system 

ha.s been up and running for a sufficient time to take effect, perhaps 

one year after implementation. At this point, the post-implementation 

evaluation will occur. This will consist of several r:arts. 1. ) The 

cost benefit analysis as defined ai:::ove i'lill be completed. 2.) The 

cost-effectiveness study will be reviewed in light of the operational 

experience. 3. ) Users will be interviewed to detennine user acceptance. 

4.) System performance measures (such as down time, etc.) will be 

recorded. 

I, 

~I. 
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